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New travel policy
could deter plans
die policy may force students to
ask for more funding liom the
Student Budget Committee to
lodge advisers.
Maria Khoury, president of
By Lisa Harverstadt
College Democrats and the city,
Rf PORT F R
state and national liaison in USG.
In the name of safety, University is also frustrated by die idea of a
officials haw been crafting a new new trawl plan.
If the policy eventually passes,
policy for student organizations
which may push some to re- she's concerned that her group's
advisers, Mike Zickar and David
examine their travel plans.
According to the proposed Jackson, who are both University
policy, whenever three or more faculty members, might not be
students in an official University able to trawl with the group
organization travel, they'll be because they'd haw to cancel
required to bring a family advis- classes for weekday trips.
But Khoury said she's more
er or appointed chapemne.
frustrated by a proThe new plan is
extensive and may "I understand posal which could
allow advisers to
force some groups
mey wam
appoint a graduate
to avoid traveling
students to student adviser or
altogether, said
member
Latrice tones, USG
be safe, but community
minority affairs
to act as a chaperone.
this might
"I don't undersenator and member of the Student
stand the difference
prevent
between having a 23Affairs Advisory
students
year-old grad Student
Hoard, which is discussing the change.
and a 21-year-old
from
undergrad." she said.
"It's gonna be
reporting
"I feel... ifwecomcto
hard for advisers,"
die University, we arc
she said. "1 undertrips."
adults and we should
stand they want
students to be safe, LATRICE JONES, USG be treated as adults."
Khoury said SBC
but Ulis might preSENATOR
funds needed for nips
vent students from
are limited, and some
reporting trips."
leff Guts, associate dean of groups may not be able to affonl
students in the Office of Campus an additional trawler.
Coats believes tliis is a legitiInvolvement, said student group
members, which include those mate concern because SBC only
on sports club teams, haw gath- has S35.000 available for spot
ered with officials several times funding throughout the year,
and groups are limited to $2,000
to discuss the new travel policy.
"Students haw been consult- each, but said these problems
ed every step of the way, they're will be ironed out before the plan
is officially proposed.
still being consulted." he said.
Wanda Owrland, associate
But tones said she's informed
the SAAB about negative student vice president of Student Affairs
responses, but planning has con- and dean of students, said the
board realizes it may haw to
tinued regardless.
"There definitely will be a
travel policy." she said, adding
TRAVEL, PAGE 2

Proposition to have
advisers on trips
complicates traveling

Julie DiFranco BGNews

DANCING FUN: Jimmy Myers, a senior, plays with Micah Arquette, 4, at the mini-marathon. Myers is on the Alumni Relations Steering Committee.

Dancing for the kids
High school students
raise money for DM
at mini-marathon
By KeHy Day
REPORTER

Miracle child Kelsey Arquette
looks forward to Dance
Marathon every year. Though
any kid would love playing
games and hanging out with
energetic college students,
Dance Marathon gives Kelsey
something that most kids take

for granted — acceptance.
When Kelsey, a five-year
cancer survivor, lost her hair
after undergoing chemotherapy, acceptance was hard to
come by.
But yesterday's mini-marathon gave 53 Bowling Green
High School students the opportunity to do what hundreds of
BGSU students do every year
— show the kids that they love
them exactly the way they are.
"Beingaround the college kids

Learn more about the mini-marathon
and how much they raised. PAGE 6

lets them knowit'sokay to bediffercnt," said Heather Arquette,
Kelsey's mom.
Amanda Weldon, former miracle child, is raising money along
with her classmates for other
miracle children, and hopes
to bring the same acceptance
that she and Kelsey have found
through Dance Marathon.
MARATHON, PAGE 2

Julie DiFranco BG New
STUFFING: Carla Bertoldi makes a
toy monkey at the mini-marathon.

Female politicians POETRY,
need thicker skin MUSIC
FILL ARTS
Speaker explains
stereotypes women
face in campaigning
By Megan Schmidt
REPORTER

Tom Hanks established in "A
League of Their Own" that there
is "no crying in baseball."
But according to Becky Bhaer,
Wood County Clerk of Courts,
the worid of politics is a whole
different story.
Bhaer addressed a mostlyfemale audience on Friday
afternoon as the main speaker
for "So You Wanna Run For
Office?", a presentation sponsored by the Women's Center
as a part of March's Women's
History Month to encourage
females to seek political office.
During her 16 years as clerk
of courts, Bhaer, a Republican,

said one of the most important lessons she learned was
to become thick-skinned —
and quickly.
"It's a fallacy that you can't
cry," she said regarding the ins
and outs of an often "mean
spirited" campaigning process.
"But if you have to cry, do it in
front of as few people as you
haw to."
Bhaer said women struggle to be heard in politics
because stereotypes about
their gender perpetuate the
belief that females aren't
mentally tough enough to
handle a political career.
But according to Bhaer,
this couldn't be further from
the truth.
"I could stand up to them any
day of the week," she said of

The four-day forecast is taken
fromweather.com

ART EXPRESSION: Peter Barlow
reads a poem Saturday evening
as part of the first Mocha Mic
Nite in the Arts Village.

Ionian Flower BGNws

GSS drafts letter to express upset over insurance
Group reflects student
reaction to closeddoor policy changes
By Cassandra Shofar
REPORTER

WOMEN, PAGE 6

A TASTE OF METAL: Pulse
reporter Mike Robinson reviews
the Taste of Chaos tour in Toledo
on Thursday night. As I Lay Dying,
Funeral for a Friend, the Deftones
and others performed; BGNEWS.COM

FOUR-DAY FORECAST

VILLAGE
MCNTTE

What's done is done, but frustration about the decisionmaking process of the new
health insurance plan still lingers among students.
The rough draft of a lener
addressed to President Sidney
Ribeau and Vice President for
Student Affairs Edward Whipple
was presented and discussed at the
Graduate Student Senate meeting
Friday afternoon.
It expressed both GSS and

the Undergraduate Student
Government's frustration and
disappointment with how the
University Board of Trustees had a
closed-door executive session that
requested changes to die student
health insurance policy provisions.
The lener, with a suggested
word and punctuation change,
was satisfactory to the majority
of GSS. An informal vote to issue
the letter passed with 30 votes for
it, seven votes against it and three
abstentions.
GSS President Zach Hilpert said
the letter is being sent because of
the "incredibly negative reaction
all across campus" to the Board
recommended changes. Hilpert,
along with the majority of GSS

TUKDA¥

believes that it is important to
express these complaints so that
hopefully similar situations in the
future will be handled differently.
"We fed that, as representatives
of BGSU students, it is our duty
to address these Ihistratioas, and
makeaclear statement to the board
regarding our complaints,'' I lilpert
said. "As the many letters, discussions and other communications
on campus in the past week haw
shown, most snidents are very disappointed in the way this issue was
handled, and 1 believe it is necessary and prudent for student government to offer a statement that
summarizes Uiat disappointment,
and asks for an explanation."
The rough draft of the lener

still needs to be discussed and
voted on by the USG and then
USG President Aaron Shumaker
and Hilpert will make any suggested changes that they vote
on and issue the final draft to
Ribeau and Whipple.
The reason why this issue has
and still is creating so much heal
on campus is because students
don't feel the Board requested
changes to the insurance policy
in an entirely fair or open way,
I lilpert said.
"The I lealth Services Advisory
Comminee negotiated a plan
which would satisfy the largest
number of students possible."
USG,PAGE 2
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Miracle families
inspire students
MARATHON, FROM PAGE 1
"You're not being
judged," she said. "You can
just be yourself."
Not only does the mini-marathon benefit the kids, but it
also gives the volunteers a new
outlook on their own lives.
Monica Flores, senior at
Mills, has been involved
in the mini-marathon for
three years, and is always
amazed by the attitudes of
the miracle children.
"it's really humbling because
I, and everybody else, complain
about things 1 have no room
lo complain about," she said.
'Then you see the little kids
and they're just really happy."
Many of the students, like
Flores, were returning dancers.
But this year, around half of
the dancers were convinced to
participate by BGIIS teacher,
Mike Shertzer.
Casey Rummel was one of
the students in Shertzer's agriculture class.
"lust talking about it everyday made us want to join,"
she said.

Sam Mint/, director of I )ance
Marathon, is amazed by how
much the mini-marathon has
grown, after only having five or
six dancers the first year.
"The mini-marathon has
grown in leaps and bounds over
the last three years," he said.
The growth is an encouragement to those involved in
Dance Marathon.
"The spirit of their involvement is a great thing for this
organization," Kuntz said.
Bridget Ridal, community
outreach chair, hopes the minimarathon will create awareness of Dance Marathon within
the community and expose the
high school students to this
great cause.
"It opens them up to the
nature of community service,"
she said.
Anna Gorman,
BGIIS
junior, was tired after the
mini-marathon, but enjoyed
every minute.
"It's tiring because we've
been here for six hours, but
it's fun." she said. "We got to
see all the families, it was a
good experience."

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $660.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $660.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
105 S. Collage - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.
217 E. Evers -1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 E. Evers - 1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

House For Rent
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.

Trip policy may change
TRAVEL FROM PAGE I
assist specific organizations,
but DO funding plans have been
discussed.
(Ainvntlv, the * IHiii' ol I feropus
Involvt'Minil. which handles nips,
simply requires a liahilin waJva
from traveling student groups.
HirniKin Stanford, social chaii
of the University's Sailing dub is
concerned his group woril lie able
to go nn as main trips next year if
rhepoacy changes.
"When we go places, we try to
May with people at otha schools
mid everything we do is at least
100 miles away," he said
Stanford said bis group lias
received Sill, funding to lake
five or six nips per semester bin
money runs out quickly I les also
concerned bis adviser, Mary Lynn
Rogge Pozniak. who is also assistant dini'iumtai ailcmic enhanccnieiil. wolildni li.ne llie lime in go
with ihem on a trip. He said lie
wiHiklii'lniindilagradiiale.iiKisei
went along, but said the) might not
always wain to go either because ol
the time commitment.
"1 honestl) feel like we're
being treated like children,"
Stanford said.
Iilli.ui Smith, who is current!)
secretary of Circle k. a communip sen.ue organr'..iiion allili Heel

with the Houling Green Khmnb
is concerned B new policy oouU
discourage facult) members from
signing up to be advisers.
"The advisers will have to be
more Involved," she said, emphasizing that they'll have to do more
than just sign papers oi consuti
with the executive board.
Smith is especially concerned
about her organization because
they rarer) stay iii hotels on
their trips.
l-'or example, In lanuary, n
Circle k members spent the
night in a lolcdo church before
doing community service the
next day. Next month, they'll be
spending two nights with othei
students in doims at Hie Ohio
State University.
Smith said these son of

accommodations wouldn't be
possible if the group had to

to have one
"When,i lot ol other^rinstitutions IUIM ,I navel policy it'snatu-

ral to Isayj,'Maybe we shook] have
a travel policy," he slid.
Some schools in the region,
like Central Michigan University
in Mount Pleasant Mich., don't
have travel policies for their student groups.
Despite the lack of a |xilicy,
liitii Idcina. assistant director of
student I Heat ( Mil. swl Haul is
still an area ofconcern.
"It's really an area every university stnigglcs with." he slid.
\t Ball state University in
Munde, Ind, there are more
regulations,
Students who want to navel with
iheii organization must re|xm the
event, provide formal documenlation.aboul the plans mid get it
authorized h) BGSUS Division of
Student Allans.
Overland said paws like these
v.oukln'l woikat l«iSU.
"Uedoni want a policy that has
pages of rules." she said " Hull's
what we'te trying to avoid the

more rules you have, the moreyou
have to follow them."

Houses Thai Feel Like Howes
pi.

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Apts.
• Mini Mall Apts
• Piedmont "Under Renovation" • Triplex

• Houses
• Updated Birchwood
* small peti allowed
Sec our website
^i^l^^^a.
colt tot more detoi

MfOKDABLl

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST (acro'ss from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate com

Overland said the travel policy
shoiild've been created years
ago, but understands students
may be frustrated by the potential changes.
"\n\tinie when you have a
change in pobCK you don'l know
how ii will work until it's implemented.' she said.
CoatS said he and other
I fniversh) officials have researched
i idler schools in the region to leam
about potential options lie said
111,SI I is one ol the last universities

I Piefeired
Properties Co,

GRCAT

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

worry abonI an adusei
"It would lx' really hard to get
Noinclxxly to dime with us," she
said, adding the group goes on at
least 10 service trips |)er semester.
(i Kits said students need to realize ihr Univeisitv wants to keep
sti idem travelers safe, and the |XiliCJ .which is still Ix'ing shaped, is an
effort to do Just that
"Some schools have had problems, we've been fortunate," he
s.iid i think its Important that
we help students help themselves he sale"

-

iniiHsrsjivs CHERRYWOOD

HEALTH SPA

RATCSI

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

■1

• Indoor HiolM Pool
• Nioly tfnovslld
■ New [quiomFnl

■rlvllegela •Sow

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri:B12& I 4 30 Sat! 102
530SMaplt>St 419-352-9378

ARTFEST
mm

' "

*3^*"" J
• ■A\\J alia

IvQ

J

*ast

^^^-*»-

'-'"V^am
Oiake Miller BG News

GETTING CREATIVE: Jane Rybczynski (left) and Courtney Iffland
make unique artwork at the Literacy Fair on Saturday.

USG, GSS speak up
USG, FROM PAGE 1
I lilpert said. "We have not yet
been given an explanation
why this move was made, or
especially why it was done in a
closed-door executive session."
Furthermore, it seems to
I lilpert that a decision making
process like this hasn't been
done in a longtime, if ever.
"No one I have talked to,
from longtime students to
long-serving administrators,
can ever remember in the
past the Board inserting itself
into the health insurance
policy process in this manner." I lilpert said. "While we
respect the Board's ability to
lead the university and do not
doubt their desire to make
BGSU the best university it
can be, the general feeling is
that this move went beyond
their purview."
However, with the seven
votes against the letter and the
three abstentions, it can't be
ignored that some people feel
differently about the decision
making process of the Board
of Trustees.
"I do not think that the
I Board of Irusteesl did anything
improper by meeting behind
closed doors ... the decision
was theirs lo make." said GSS
senator Mike Matteson.
Matteson said he thinks that
it was apparent that the HSAC
recommendation was taken
inio account at the closed-door
meeting, and was not overlooked in any way.
"The |Boiird| made a decision that takes into account
the 11SAC proposal to include
abortion in the health care
coverage next year while also
allowing persons who are
opposed to it to opt out of it,"
he said. "This seems to be to
IK- a very diplomatic way to
meet the concerns of the student body as a whole."
Maiiccin said he strongly
doubts the GSS/USG Hter will
change anything and that he

does not agree with the message
diat it sends to the Hoard.
"They |The Board of Irusteesl
have no obligation to include
students in the decision making
process, and it would be more productive not to strain the relationship without a very good reason,"
Matteson said
Also at the GSS meeting was
Whipple, who showed up briefly and formally mentioned the
changes to the insurance policy.
"It pleases some and certainly
displeases others," Whipple said,
however, he does think that the
plan itself is the best he's seen.
"The over-all plan is the best
plan we've had in terms of coverage for the most reasonable cost,"
he added.
Whipple also mentioned next
year's traveling budget for graduate students which is a budget for
graduate students' "professional
development" that covers things
like traveling expenses or research
expenses that "help enhance their
academic program."
The budget as of now is$15,000,
but Whipple hopes to get more
"My hope is to increase diat...
once we find out the overall institution budget" he said.
Also announced at the meeting
was that nominations for 20062007 GSS, SEC positions including
president, vice president, secretary,
treasurer, and two representative-atlarge places are open until April 7.

BGNEWS
CLARIFICATION
Group won't have
speaker this year
On the March 14 opinion
page of The BG News, Amanda
Belcher's column. "Coulter
not worth the money," was
incorrect in implying that the
College Republicans had the
funds necessary this year to
pay S20.000 to bring author
and political pundit Ann
Coulter to campus.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

2006 HOUSING SPECIAL
1474 Scon Hamilton Drive
3 bedroom, 2 bath house
Unfurnished, 1 car garage
Limit 3 lease dates 6/3/06-5/12/07

1436 Napoleon Road
3 bedroom, 1 bath house
Unfurnished
Limit 4 lease dates 5/8/06-5/7/07
11490 NlmsRiH
3 bedroom country house
Limit 4 lease dates 5/15/06-5/12/07

March 20th, 2006

1479 Burrwof Drive
4 bedroom, 2 bath house
Unfurnished, 2 car garage
Limit 3 lease dates 5/8/06-5/7/07

$15 (advance
tickets available at:

Deja VU (Byrne Rd.)
445 E Wl
Bowling Go
43402
419 357 0717

Hours:
M

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Private Party
SMOKING IS PERMITTED

18 & Over

Attention Ladies:
Performing All New Shows & Private Couch Dances

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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www.bgnews.com/campus

MUSIC STUDENTS WIN SLEW OF AWARDS
BOWLING GREEN—On March 11, students from the
University's College of Musical Arts won every award
in the collegiate division of the Lima Symphony
Orchestra's Young Artists Competition for strings and
voice. Cellist Mingwei Zhao and soprano Kisma
Jordan were awarded first-place prizes of $600.

CAMPUS

Speaker encourages critical thinking
Democracy movement
leader emphasizes
need to stay informed
By Melissa topey
ItPOIttl

Randall Robinson helped fight
[o end apartheid in South Africa
and promote the pro-democracy
movement in Haiti.
Robinson, foreign policy advocate and author, delivered the keynote address for the Ninth Annual
Africana Studies Colloquium and
luncheon Friday.
When Robinson took the
stage, he broke the ice with
humor before delving into more
serious topics.
"I am a lawyer by training, but 1
feel strongly that our country and
our communities can be better
served if there were fewer lawyers
and more history teachers in politics," Robinson said.
Hespokeoftherolecollegesplay
in developing a stable democrat

C"i • i

a

calendar of events

by creating an informed citizenry. ing classes everywhere."
In 2001 Robinson left America
"I hope to discuss things today
that we should be trying to do in and moved to he island of St. Kills
an academic institution, to teach in the Caribbean. I le wrote about
youngminds not tosimply receive the decision to leave America in
and regurgitate but to think criti- his book "Quitting America."
' In this excerpt from
cally, think about things
we don't usually think ^^_
"Quitting America," he
about," he said.
explained, "The truth
In 1977 he founded
put squarely is that I am
spent, having fought too
TransAfrica, a lobby
many American social
group in Washington
battles that should never,
D.C., to help change U.S.
in a more decent society,
policies toward Africa
have presented themand the Caribbean.
selves as such to begin
The
work
of
RANDALL
with. I am no longer a
TransAfrica Forum is
ROBINSON
normal person, as it
summarized by the
AUTHOR
words from a section
were, preoccupied, as I
have been constrained
of the declaration of
to be, with race and all
the 5th Pan-African
Congress (1945), which reads the wearying baggage that rakes
in part:
heavily in its train. But, of course,
"We believe the success of America had scarcely noticed me,
Afro-Americans is bound up not least that I was weary, preocwith the emancipation of all cupied as America was with the
African peoples and also other taxing obsession of its unrelenting

really needed all thai much."
Robinson continued to
engage the audience for an hour
by discussing what he believes
are past failures in American
foreign policy.
"Democracy has less to do with
rituals like elections and the freedom to participate then it has to
do with the whole spirit in which
these rituals are performed," he
said. "Americans say that we are
the greatest country in the world,
absurd on its face. Most people
who say it haw never been lo
another country."
Robinson also spoke on the
importance for critical thinking
from informed Americans
"When it is the most powerful country with the capacity lo
shoot the lights out of everybody
else's country, this combination of
power and ignorance is a dangerous cocktail indeed," he said.
Zachery Williams, from the

dependent peoples and labor-

luncheon. When he was a doc-

h

self-adoration. All along, I hadn't

■oral student at the University,
Williams was the architect of die
Africana Studies Colloquium.
"Robinson really drove home
the need for Americans to educate themselves and the need for
humanity," Williams said. "Many
Americans are in a state of apathy
and we are all interdependent."
Also at the event was Linda

Houictt, a University Student
majoring in Africana Studies,
Howiett thought Robinson had a
very interesting idea when he said
Americans have not suffered.
"To be a land that is so rich,
we don't acknowledge others
and we push people down."
she said. "One day we won't be
the greatest."

University of Moon, attended the

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Career Services Recruiting
Union Lobby
II a.m.-3 p.m.
Wood Co. Corps Member Recruitment
Union Lobby
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Nutrition Month Info
Union Lobby

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
U.S. Army Recruiting
Sponsored by the Career Center.
Union Lobby

12 -2 p.m.
BG24 News Promotion
Union Lobby

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
ISA Info Table
Union Lobby

2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
UPS Recruiting Table
Union Lobby

There is such a thing as a free ride.
M E Xd C A N G R I L L

March Madness Special
\ Receive a FREE drink
h the purchase of any
;rte during the month of
"when you bring in this
ad or your college 10.

Discover the benefits of working at Cedar Point.
To apply, visit us at the Job Fair on
Wednesday. March 22nd at the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom'Bowen-Thompson Student Union,
Noon to 4 pm.

OO00 OO

Otter Valid al
129 S. Main St. B.G
419-353-7200 ■

Sandusky, Ohio
cedarpoint.com

FASHION SHOW
A •>; u • • jfj%tH—wN> tuwb is ttyie auttUm on
f—

TUBOTS
RALPH LAUREN

KRRYELUS
TOMMY HUM

UZCUIBORtt
BEBE

MARCH 29* HAM-2PM
(STYLE SHOW AT NOON)

out, GOODW11 I STORI
in BvuTw^ Given, Ohio
/■>.iiimnx DESIGNER I AMI
tv/yvr,-/ uvaiUHt at bargain ffttei
Tteeottit S10. Lumbem anJ re/reibn (ft
V'«teJ< benefit (jcadwifflittliisti
■ . niiuana'blaeeinentpregnant

FOR MORI INFORMATION OKIk'hll-

World Student Association presents

INTERNATIONAL DINNER

«*£rN
Reunite!
On sale \M$*\ Union contact tables

TICKETS:
SUNDAY, APRIL 2, 2006 6:00 PM
$6.00 child '"""■"
Letihart Grand Ballroom
$9.00 BGSU student '" m
Bowen-Thompson
$12.00 adult and non BGSU student
' Student Union
Presented by the
Wflld Student Association and PEPSI
Contact: claiiel(.r bqsu.edu • (419) 372-2249

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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"This is the most underreported crime in
our society."
Roger Kaplan, un a lViitagun report noting sexual assaults «KR up 40 potent

OPINION

STAFF EDITORIAL

Proposal is impractical for travel
As incoming freshmen, mosl of
us are 18 years old and we are
technically adults.
Although we can vote, get
drafted and buy cigarettes, we
are not always treated as adults
— such is sometimes the case at
the University.
I Iniversity officials are working
to revise the travel policy, which
will affect how student organizations are able to take trips.
Hie proposal stipulates
that if more than three students in an official University

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the University
always treats students as
adults? Send an E-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.

organization travel, they will
be required to bring a faculty
adviser or appointed chaperone.
Additionally the student organization would be required to

shoulder die additional cost of
the chaperone.
Although the University's concerns alxml legal issues are warranted, the proposal is impractical for several reasons.
First and foremost, we are
adults and the University should
treat us as such.
The fact that already strappedfor-cash student organizations
would have to pay to lodge the
chaperone further weakens the
feasibility of this proposal.
Hecenlly, the students in

Circle K — who plan several
volunteer projects throughout
the year — spent the night at a
church in Toledo.
While we at The BC News
don't doubt advisers' dedication
to the organizations they sponsor, many advisers have lives
outside of the University that
often include families they'd like
to see witii during their time off.
This proposal restricts student
organizations' resources, but it
also puts unnecessary demands
on advisers' time.

This might cause highly qualified faculty to think twice before
they choose to become advisers
for student organizations.
As an alternative however,
the proposal allows graduate
students to go on a trip in the
place of an adviser, but graduate students are usually very
close in age to undergraduate
students, so why aren't students
allowed to bear responsibility
for themselves?
Although this proposal probably covers the University's

behind legally, it hurts students'
ability to leave campus and find
new experiences that contribute
as much to dieir education here
as being in the classroom.
Perhaps University officials
— in drafting this proposal
— haven't considered the burden
diis proposal would put on student organizations?
If the University refuses to
treat us as adults while we are
here, how will we learn and
emanate this skill as we enter
the workforce?

PEOPLE There is hope for
ONm STREET US. anti-war efforts

v&

What do you think
about the third
anniversary of the
Iraq war?

IPLEDSEALLECalANctTO
THE H-Wa OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND TO
THE PEPUaiC FOR WHICH IF
STANPS.ONE NATION UNDtP
GOD. INDIVISIBLE. WITH
LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FO?
ALL, UNLESS WE Go BANK' /
. RUPT FIRST.

ERIN CALI
SENIOR, BUSINESS

7 think we've been
there too long."
KRI

Rash earns lame duck status
BRIAN
SZABELSKI
Opinion Column
Times are not pleasant at
IfitM) Pennsylvania Avenue.
With the sting from
the Dubai Ports controversy still
fresh in the minds of Americans,
George W. Bush finds himself on
the verge of being declared a lameduck president diat will lx' unable
to do anything his final two years
in office.
CNN brought die question up
last week, but they didn't have a
very clear answer on it.
As an impartial observer to
the situation, and a history nerd.
I never expected to see the day
where George W. Bush — the man
who had little problem of getting
done what he wanted — would
be in danger of being a lame-duck
Only two years ago. President
Bush was riding high. I le had
defeated lohn Kerry in the 2004
presidential campaign and had
the unanimous support of rightwing America.
Sure, there were controversies
concerning the war in Iraq, and
his approval rating vv-as hovering
just above 50 percent, but those
seemed to be small issues to
deal with. Bash had a majorityRepublican (longress on his side,
practically giving him the freedom to wort; on Social Security,
national security, and reshaping
die Supreme Court as conservatives wanted it to be.
Now here we are, two years
later, and it's clear to see that
things have not gone as planned.
The debate over Iraq, the NSA

wiretapping controversy, and a
number of other controversies
and scandals have clouded Bush's
once-bright picture. Until recently,
his effort to fix Social Security had
vanished completely, and Bush's
promise to replace Supreme
Coun vacancies with conservative
judges did not go as expected.
lohn Roberts went through
die nomination process eas.
By. But when Bush nominated '
White I louse Counsel Harriet
Miers, the conservative groups
that so willingly threw him
dieir support exploded in anger,
demanding that Bush withdraw
her nomination.
The recent Dubai Port
fiasco was the final straw for
conservative Republicans in
Congress. Strains caused by the
Miers nomination were further
strengthened, eroding away at
die president's base.
The Republican-led House
and Senate turned on President
Bush over the port situation. In
essence, they showed where the
Down currently lies, and it's not
in Bush's hands.
His job rating has plummeted,
with most recent polls finding
that only 35 percent of Americans
think Bush is doing a good job.
Thirty-five percent is gtxxl if
it refers to your batting average
or how much you'll be saving at
a sale.
The facts simply seem to add
up to one thing George W Bush
isn't in danger of becoming a
lame-duck president during his
second term. I le already is, and
diere is litde he can do about it
Bush's biggest problem, and
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the reason he is a lame-duck,
is because he does not follow the exact political beliefs
of conservative America, the
same beliefs many of his fellow
Republicans follow.
He has broken with the party
ranks on several occasions
before, including his support of
free market trade policies and
allowing states to provide civil
unions which many conservative
Republicans oppose
The Dubai port controversy
only further ruffled the feathers
of the conservative base that had
re-elected him in 2004 and gave
his critics more fuel to add to the
anti-Bush fire.
There are really only two
options to remedy this situation.
Option one would mean diat the
president would have to latch
onto die strict beliefs of his conservative base.
I lowever, with Bush's past history of breaking with the party
rank occasionally, there is some
doubt in my mind he could do
this. On top of diat, it would
make him a puppet ratiier dian
a leader, a label no President
should ever want.
That leads us to the second
option, that Bush must work widi
("/ingress to further his agenda,
including his Social Security
reform plan.
It's a more mtxierate tiian conservative approach, but at this
rate, it might be the only thing
between this president and his
lame duck status.
Sendcommertts to Brian at
bszabel@lifpu.aiii.
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"It seems like it was
yesterday even though
it was three years ago."

JESSICA WEISS
SOPHOMORE, EDUCATION

"/ don't think we
should be over there
any more."

HASINA GEORGE
GRAD STUDENT,
ACCOUNTING
"I'm not really following it right now."

Has it been three years
already? The recent
anniversary of the Iraq
war saw protesters lake to the
streets in Australia, Turkey,
Britain and elsewhere.
In Australia, protesters rallied against a recent speech by
Condoleeza Rice, saying she had
"blood on her hands." Others
chanted "your name sounds like
Chinese food." In Turkey, the war
is so universally repugnant that
opposition to the conflict cuts
across all political and ethnic
stripes. Who says Bush doesnt
unite people?
So, in the spirit of giving, we
launched the largest air assault
since die beginning of the war.
But is this escalation of the war
consistent with public opinion?
A recent NBC News/Wall
Street lournal poll indicates that
almost two-thirds of Americans
now believe that troops should
begin to return home now that
Iraq has a constitution, Further,
more than half of diose polled
said that, when weighed against
the casualties and staggering
financial cost of the war, it was
"not worth it." There is a silver
lining, however. According to a
recent Fox news headline, "For
the stock market, the Iraq war is
win-win!"
The question then becomes
why protests against the war are
so common and accepted in
foreign countries and yet so rare
here in the U.S.?
While die anniversary saw
major anti-war rallies all over
the worid, a similar event in San
Francisco only drew a few thousand people.
Although about 500 protests are being planned in the
U.S., none expect to draw die
thousands that foreign protests
do. This is die country that has
suffered weU over 2,000 dead
* and over 20,000 wounded and
whose reputation has been done
irreparable harm. Why aren't we
as mad as the Australians'?
I believe the most probable
answer lies in the way supporters of the war have manipulated
the media. If you listen to someone like Bill Frist Republican
Senate Majority leader and (God
help usl 2008 presidential hopeful, diose opposed to the war are
nothing but liberal trec-huggers.
I lowever, according to the
most recent poll data, die average person opposed to the war
is...an average person!
It's time we stopped shying
away from activism for fear of
being labeled anti-American.
Chances are the guy next to
you is just as pissed off about

9

JON
BOSSCHER
Opinion columnist

diis meaningless war as you are.
If it is true that Americans
have turned against the war,
where arc die peace candidates?
Most democrats are still too
spineless to openly oppose
the war.
They live with the fear that
things will work out in Iraq and
Karl Rove wBl use it to tear them
apart in the next election.
Senator Russ Feingold's recent
attempt to censure die president
met with virtually no support
even from Democrats. And if I
hear one more Democrat cry
about how die Republicans
won't let them participate in the
legislative process I'll go back to
voting for Ralph Nader.
Maybe that's too far. Nader
would probably get universal
health care for the Iraqis before
we got it.
But there is a glimmer of hope.
The newly formed organization Voters for Peace has just
unveiled a well-funded effort to
get five million signatures on a
petition dial reads: "I wBl not
vote for or support any candidate for president or Congress
who does not make a speedy
end lo the war in Iraq, and preventing any future war of aggression, a public position in his
or her campaign." And public
opposition to the war could be
a winning strategy according to
die opinion pofls.
Fifty percent of those polled
in the NBC News poll said they
would be more likely to vote
for a candidate who "favors
withdrawing all American
troops from Iraq in the next
twelve months."
And if we oppose die war, we
should give these candidates our
vote. Democrats1 feel die same
way about the and-war vote as
they do about the black vote
They think they can count
on diese voting blocks even
if ihey don't really represent
their interests just because
the Republicans are that
much worse. But it's high time
Congress began to reflect the
growing opposition to the
war here at home, just as it is
time those opposed to the war
stopped being afraid to express
diat sentiment
Peace and patriotism are not
opposing values.
Send comments to Ion at
jbossch@bgsi4.edu.
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INSURGENTS LAUNCH MORTAR IN HOLY CITY
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — On the eve of the third
anniversary of the U.S.-led invasion, American troops
clashed with gunmen north and west of Baghdad
yesterday and insurgents lobbed a mortar round into
the holy city of Karbala where a million Shiite pilgrims
assembled for a major religious commemoration.

MM

www.bgnews.com/nation
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Bush: Ambassador has positive reports
President says Iraq
situation shows
progress in third year
By Hedra Pickler
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — President
Bush said yesterday he was
encouraged by the progress
toward forming a unity government in Iraq and asked
Americans to remember the
sacrifice of troops on the
third anniversary of the U.S.led invasion.
"I encourage the Iraqi leaders
to continue lo work hard to get
this government up and running," Bush said from the South
Lawn of the White House after
returning from a weekend at
Camp David. "I'm encouraged
by the progress."
Bush said he spoke by phone
earlier in the day with the U.S.
ambassador to Iraq, Zalmay
Khalilzad, and had received a
positive report.
Bush noted thousands of
Americans volunteered to serve
in the military, especially after
the attacks of Sept. 11,2001. even
though they would be placed in
harm's way.

Geiald Herbert AP Photo

HOPING FOR BETTER THINGS TO COME: President Bush makes remarks about the war in Iraq after arriving from Camp David on the South Lawn
of The White House in Washington. Bush says he is "encouraged by the progress" ot leaders in Iraq.
"On this third anniversary of
the beginning of the liberation of
Iraq I think all Americans should
offer thanks to the men and
women who wear the uniform
and their families who support
them," Bush said.

"We are implementing a strategy that will lead to victory in
Iraq. And a victor)' in Iraq will
make this country more secure
and will help lay the foundation of peace for generations to
come," he said.

Administration
officials
marked the anniversary by arguing that, despite the deaths of
more than 2,300 U.S. troops and
unchecked violence that has
killed tens of thousands of Iraqis,
progress continues toward

building a unified government
and nation.
"Now is the time for resolve, not
retreat," Defense Secretary Donald
11. Rumsfeld wrote in a column
for The Washington Post "Turning
our backs on postwar Iraq today

would 1* the modem equtaleni
of handing postwar Germany
back to the Nazis."
Vice President Dick Cheney
said Iraq is not in the midst ot a
civil war, bin instead described
the violence as a desperate tactic
by terrorists in the COtintr) to
stop the move to democracy.
"What we've seen is a serious
effort by them to foment a civil
war," Cheney said in an interview on "Pace the Nation" on
CBS. "But I don't think they've
been successful."
Cheney said he disagrees with
Iraq's former interim prime minister, Ayad Allawi, who said in
an interview yesterday that the
increasing attacks across his
country can only be described
as a civil war.
"It is unfortunate that we are
in civil war. We are losing each
day as an average 50 to 60 people
throughout the country, if not
more," Allawi told the British
Broadcasting Corp. If this is not
civil war, then Cod knows what
civil war is."
Cheney said he did not think
optimistic statements that he
has made about the war have
contributed to Americans' skepticism about the war.

Anniversary protests go global
Demonstrators voice
war opposition from
New Orleans to Tokyo
By Michelle Roberts
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHALMETTE, La. — The third
anniversary of the U.S.-led
war in Iraq drew tens of thousands of protesters around the
globe, from hurricane-ravaged Louisiana to Australia,
with chants of "Stop the War"
and calls for the withdrawal
of troops.
About 200 war veterans,
hurricane survivors and demonstrators gathered yesterday
at the Chalmette National

Cemetery to protest how the
military conflict overseas had
hurt the country'sability to help
the Gulf Coast recover from last
year's hurricanes.
"We attacked a country who
never did anything to us,"
said Philadelphia resident Al
Zappala, whose 30-year-old son
was killed in Iraq in April 2004.
He said his son joined the
National Guard to help his community. "He was sent to Iraq
based on lies," Zappala said.
Many of the weekend demonstrations across Australia, Asia
and Europe drew smaller-thananticipated crowds.
In London, police said 15,000
people joined a march Saturday

from Parliament and Big Ben
to a rally in Trafalgar Square;
last year's anniversary drew
attracted 45,000 demonstrators
to the city.
Anti-war rallies in lapan
stretched into a second day
yesterday, with about 800 protesters chanting "No war! Stop
the war!" and banging drums
as they marched peacefully
through downtown Tokyo
toward the U.S. Embassy. A day
earlier, about 2,000 rallied in
the city.
"The Iraq war was President
Bush'sbigmistakeandthe whole
world is against him," said organizer Ayako Nishimura. "Iraq
must decide its own affairs."

Michelle Melonjhin AP Ptiolo

BIG WALK: Hundreds march in New Haven, Conn., Saturday on the way to an anti-war rally on the New
Haven Green. Iraq war opponents protested nationwide Saturday in anger over White House policies.
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Sponsored by BGeXpcricncc

Monday, March 20, ll:30-12:15pm. It I SI 314
Nitro-boosts, Headshots, and Leeroy Jenkins: Values in Gaming
Couldn't gel enough of John Beck's "Got Game'" talk for the Presidential Lecture Series in January? Or
maybe you couldn't make it? Well, here's a second chance. Join us for a student panel discussion iboul gamers
and their values. Please bring your comments, questions, and. or your lunch! Sponsored by BGeXperiencc.
Monday, March 20, 5-8pm. BTSU Multipurpose Room (228)
Spaghetti from Mileti
Hat your dinner while savoring the fact that you are supporting a good cause! 1'or just SX (cash or bursarable).
you'll get all-you-can-eat spaghetti (marinara & meat sauce), salad, garlic bread, and dessert. All proceeds
benefit Dance Marathon. This event is sponsored by the Student Alumni Connection, and Dance Marathon
Window Splash winners will be announced.

Tuesday, March 21, ll:30am-I:30pm. BTSU First Floor Lobby Area
Awareness Tables
Come sec what 10 of BGSU's student organizations care about! Stop by one or all the tables to Icam more
about these groups and what's important to them - and to you. Sponsored by BGeXperiencc.

Tuesday, Mardi 21, 5:30-7:30pm. BTSU 308
Oxfam Hunger Banquet: Are You Hungry?
For over S50 million people worldwide, the only meal served is hunger Take a seal al a banquet sponsored by
BGSUrve and Ihe Office of Campus Involvement. You'll eat one of three meals based on Ihc economic status
of the world's population. Admittance is only one canned food item that will be donated lo a local food bank.
You are encouraged, but not required, to fast the day of the banquet. RSVP is required by Friday. March 17ih
@ 5pm. Sign up in OCI (401 BTSU).

Wednesday, March 22,8-10pm. BGSL Ice Arena
In Sk;itiii", Ninht
Have fun skating..while supporting a great cause! Your S3 skating fee ($2 admission/$l skate rental! and
all donations will go to Dance Marathon, which benefits Children's Miracle Network and Toledo Mercy
Children's Hospital. If you have any questions please conatct Julie Sablar at jsablcmi bgsu.edu

Thursday, March 23,7:30pm. Harshman Community Room (2nd floor)
AlterflativeServlc^Brea^
Sand?
Remember hearing about the group of 50 students that went to Mobile, Alabama in December to help in the
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina? Here's your chance to hear about 4-5 different trips that BGSU students have
been part of in the last year. Student panelists will talk about their experiences volunteering in other states \» ith
fellow BGSU students and staff during univeristy breaks. Come to find out what these trips were all about and
grab some free snacks. Sponsored by the Office of Campus Involvement and BGeXperiencc.
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High school students raise
$3,830 for dance marathon
By Jacqueline Rabe
REPORTS R

Dance Marathon key chain - S3,
coffee mug - $(i. calendar - $12,
bringing a smile to a sick child's
lace - priceless.
Yesterday Dance Marathon
mini-marathon had children
forgetting about their hospital
visits and only about haling a
good time and smiling.
The mini-marathon, which
lasted for six hours, was just a
precursor for the actual 36-hour
marathon that will take place
next weekend at the Student
Recreation Center.
Hut John l-echman from the
Children's Miracle Network, said
this mini-marathon was anything but mini.
"They may call it mini-marathon, but there is nothing mini
about your hearts," Lechman
told everyone yesterday.
These huge hearts Lechman
spoke of were all the people who
continue to help children such

as I tic Hine.
Hachel Rine. whose brother
was born with spina bifid.i
and a DM miracle child, can't
wait until next weekend where
she plans to dance non-stop
in support of her brother and
the joy he brings to everyone
around him.
"It was difficult to accept
that Blic was going to be sick
for a while, but lie has another
purpose than being sick all the
lime," Rine said. "Lric brings
cheer to everyone, he's never
has a problem at doing that."
While l-ricwas runningaround
the mini-marathon being a kid,
money was being raised to help
pay for his recovery.
The nearly 250 dancers, 250
moralers anil 100 core committee members for DM have raised
thousands of dollars already.
The total amount raised will be
announced at the conclusion of
next weekend's marathon. Last
year the mini-marathon raised

$2,876 lor the children.
I A in though the money
raised is of huge importance,
the smiles are even more important said Ashley Harper, family
relations chair.
"Our goal is to put a smile on
a child's face, the money raised
is an added bonus," she said.
"This mini-marathon is another opportunity to get these
kids smiling and also to get
the whole community aware
and hopefully involved with
what the University is doing
for these kids."
These smiles are just one of
the many benefits the nearly
200 families involved in the
Dance Marathon receive. Thus
far mini-marathon has raised
almost more than a $1,000
more than last year's marathon
at $3,830.
Dance Marathon will start
Satunlay at 10 a.m. and go until
6 p.m. on Sunday. The public is
invited to attend.

Women face political challenges
WOMEN, FROM PAGE 1
her male counterparts, many of
whom she campaigned against
— and defeated — for her current position.
Male or female, Bhaer said
what a good candidate needs
is support.
From gaining the backing
of family members to obtaining monetary donations from
the public, she said, anything
is possible.
"If you can get people to support you financially and woik on
your campaign, you Gin win,"
she said.
But before deciding to run for
office, Bhaer suggested working
on someone else's campaign
first to learn more about the
process from those more seasoned in politics.
"You need to see what campaigning is like, and not go into
it blindly," she said.
After that. Bhaer said, it is
important to devise not only an
agenda, but also to have developed both "a passion and a reason" for why you want to run in

the first place.
I rom there, recruit people to
help you who not only share
your vision, but who also possess
skills which will be constructive
to your campaign strategy.
"(k't the people with the best
skills you can find who will work
for you for practically nothing,"
she said. "I'm not nearly as good
as people think I am, I just have
good people around me."
Bhaer said although often the
interest in running is there for
many women, the time commitment required is another
aspect that can scare potential
candidates away from the campaign trail.
Robin Weirauch, Democratic
candidate for the Ohio House
of Representatives for the 5th
district in 2004, spoke briefly
during the presentation about
her own struggles with juggling
her campaign and her career.
Weirauch is employed by the
University and is also running
for the 5th district seat again
in 2006.
"Many candidates are able to
quit their jobs and run full-time
campaigns, but you may not be
in a financial position to take
that risk," she said. "It's prohibitive for folks who would be great
at the job but can't afford to take

the time off."
But the work doesn't end
when the election is over either,
Bhaer said.
"You have to be at all community events," she said. "No
matter how many chicken barbecues I go to, if I miss even one,
someone will say something."
Regardless, Bhaer said all the
work she puts into being a politician is worth it because her
role allows her to affect change
every day.
"If you do run for public office,
you get a tremendous opportunity to make a difference," she
said. "You help make decisions
that affect everyone."
Mary Krueger, director of
the Women's Center, said she
hoped the presentation would
inspire other females to follow
the lead set by women like
Bhaer and Weirauch.
"In every level of politics, there
are dramatically more men than
women holding office," she said.
"We continue to be underrepresented and that doesn't allow
our issues to be spoken about."
Bhaer agreed.
"I do believe there is a lot at
stake if women don't continue
to pursue becoming leaders,"
she said. "We owe it to lother
womenl to pursue leadership."
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GYMNASTICS: FALCONS WIN FINAL HOME MEET OF SEASON. PAGE 8

BG SPORTS

MONDAY

BASEBALL

TAies, Wed, Fri-Sun
Al YSU on Tuesday, Vs. Oakland
on Wednesday, Al EMU Fri-Sun

March 20,
2006

SOFTBALL

Saturday

Doubleheader Vs. Detroit
www.bgnews.com/sports

TENNIS

Friday and Saturday

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Vs. Akron; Vs. Buffalo

TRACK AND FIELD

Friday and Saturday
Clemson Relays

BGSU will
return all
five starters,
loses just two
reserves

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

GYMNASTICS

Saturday

MAC Championships at WMU

Youth served
inOHSAA
girls state
tournament

SUNDAY BLUES

Junior class, others,
will be back to win
another MAC title
By Colin Wilson

ByAndyResn*
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THE ASSOCIAUD PRESS

WEST LAFAYETTE, lnd. — It may
seem a bit cliche for the BGSU
women's team to say, "there's
always next year," but they haw all
the reason in the world to do so.
"It's been a magical year here
al Bowling Green." said BG coach
Curt Miller, following the falcons'
74-61 loss yesterday to UCLA in
the NCAA tournament. "Certainly
nothing to take away from the 283 season that we had."
1M "■ advanced to the NCAA tournament for the second straight
year without a senior in its starting lineup. Although they did not
dance for long in the month of
March, their journey was a successful one. and next year has just
OS many expectations.
"Basically, well be back." said
junior Liz Honegger. "We learned a
lot tonight and it will give us motivation going into next year."
The Falcons' entire starting
lineup returns for the 2006-07
campaign, as well as all but two
bench players.
Kate Achter will enter her third
year as the starting point guard,
already an accomplished athlete.
When she's been in the Starling
lineup. BG's record is 48-7. Her
hard-nosed style of play is popular,
too. Achter is guaranteed to hit die
floor many times over the course
ofa game, only to jump right back
up and get back into the play.
lunior forwards Ali Mann.
Honegger and Carin Home will
return. Ihey are a trio that can
shoot, pass and get to the basket and defend equally as well.
I he versatility of the three to score
from anywhere on the court leaves
opponents scrambling for help
on defense almost every game.
The team's record since die three
arrived is 72-21. Next year they will
lie seniors, leading a team Uiat is
loaded will) talent.
"I'm excited to see what die
seniors will lie able to do next year,"
Miller said. "\Ve want to get back,
we're having fun even though we
cannot get over the first round
hump — we are having fun."
Sharp-shooting
Megan
Thorbum and Ijndsey (kildsberry
will bring their ability to score from
beyond the arc back to die lineup
next season. They both showed
flashes of brilliance this season as
they were rotated into the lineup
to knock down the 3-pointer.
Amber Flynn will continue to
come into the game and torture

COLUMBUS, Ohio — In a tournament where senior leadership
usually matters most, two freshmen played like veterans to help
their teams win girls state basketball championships.
Kendall Hackney of Cincinnati
Mount Notre Dame and Kari
Daugherty of Warsaw River View
each provided big plays in the
Division I and II tide games
Saturday night.
Hackney, a 6-foot-1 forward,
scored eight of her 12 points during the third quarter, when the
Cougars finally managed to pull
away from Solon en route to a
56-36 victory and the big-school
state crown.
Solon (23-4) scored a Division
Mow one point in the first quarter, but stayed close until the third
because Mount Notre Dame (253) had a long scoreless stretch of
its own.
Hackney said she realized
at halftime that someone had
to make some plays for the
Cougars. She hit two 3-pointers
and scored on a putback early in
the second half.
"When I had open looks I took
them and that's what our team
needed," she said.
The Cougars won their second
state tide in three years. They
defeated Dayton Chaminadelulienne for the 2004 crown and
lost to C-) in the final last year.
"This is the reason 1 came to
this program," said Hackney, who
lives in suburban Cincinnati. "1
came to win state and we did it."
Daugherty, a 6-1 center, scored
21 points, and her 6-1 junior sister
Kristin added 14. to help River
View rout Mentor lake Catholic
48-29 for the Division II title.
The younger Daugherty
shined on the state's biggest
stage, despite being a little
unsettled before tipoff.
"Before all games I'm nervous, but once you start praying
you forget about your nerves,"
she said.
Perhaps the anxiety had something to do with trying to deliver
a second state championship for
her family.
The Daugherty sisters play for
their mother, Caroline, a member
of the 1982 River View championship team coached by her father,
Dave Mast.
"He always said how special it
was to watch me play and I never
understood it, but today I do."
Caroline Daugherty said.
She said winning a state
championship as a coach was
more satisfying.
"As a player, these kids dont
realize what they've just done. It's
going to take them five or 10 years
and then they'll sit back and say,
'Hey, this was something really
special, this is something little
kids all around the state of Ohio
dream about,'" she said.
A .500 team during the regular season, Lake Catholic (1711) couldn't match River View's
strength in the low post or
quickness on the perimeter. The
loss snapped a nine-game winning streak.
It was the 12th time this season River View held an opponent
below 30 points. The Black Bears
closed the season with 26 wins
after losing their opener.
In a Division III game billed
as a showcase for Ms. Basketball
Tyra Grant, the balanced team
defeated the star player.
Grant had 30 points, nine
rebounds, seven blocks, six steals
and three assists.

lordan Flom BG Nws
OVERMATCHED: BGSU and Kate Achter ran into a buzz saw in the form of the UCLA Bruins. BG lost its third game of the year, 74-61.

Falcons end memorable season in loss to UCLA
By lessica Ameling
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

WEST UFAYETTE, lnd.—It was
a magical season while it lasted.
But for the BGSU women's basketball team, it didn't last long
enough.
The No. 12 seed Falcons
ended their season yesterday
with a 74-61 loss to fifth-seeded UCLA in the first round
of the NCAA tournament at
Purdue University. BG faced a
team with a "triple threat" of
guards who average at least 12
points a piece, but for BG coach
Curt Miller, it was a different
triple threat that defeated the
Falcons.
"As the media talked about
the triple threat in three great
players that are certainly going
to be WNBA stars, the triple
threat in my mind was that we
drew an athletic team, a big
team, and the dagger, a team
that could shoot extremely
well," Miller said.

#-/§
74

61
1

BGSU
IICIA

2 — F

28 33 — 61
42 32 — 74

The Bruins shot 57 percent in
the first half to BG's 30 percent
and used a 16-0 run to build
a 42-28 halftime lead. UCLA's
NoelleQuinn contributed 16 of
those 42 points, connecting on
6-of-8 in the first period.
But the deficit could have
been worse, as BG was down
39-19, but used an 8-0 run
sparked by Ali Mann's threepoint play and a 3-pointer from
Liz Honegger.
"To Bowling Green's credit
they never gave up, they worked
extremely hard, they play good
team basketball," said UCLA

LOSS,PAGE 9
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coach Kathy Oliver.

In the second half BG came
out of the locker room widi an
added sense of urgency and cut
the lead to 47-42 with about 15
minutes to play. But that was
die closest the Falcons would
get the remainder of the game
as every time they started to
make a run, UCLA seemingly
drained a 3-pointer.
"It definitely takes the wind
out of our sails and we kind
of lose our momentum,"
Honegger said of the Bruins'
Iisa Willis hitting three 3-pointers in die second half for nine of
her game-high 23 points.
Quinn also hit a 3 and finished with 21 points
"You have to shut down two of
the big three," BG's Kate Achter
said of UCLAs Willis, Quinn and
Nikki Blue who combined for
51 points.
The much smaller Falcons
were outrebounded 49-31, and

FUTURE, PAGE 9
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lordan Flomt BG New
BOUNCED FROM TOURNAMENT: Kate Achter dribbles against UCLA's
Nikki Blue. The Falcons lost 74-61 to end the year at 28-3.
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GYMNASTICS

Gymnasts end frustrating regular
season with home win over Eastern

By Colin Wilson
REPORTER

BGSU's senior gymnasts took
the floor in Eppler Center
Gymnasium for the final time
in their career Friday night.
It was a grand finale of sorts
— the Falcons had the home
crowd begging for more asthey
performed extremely well,
topping Eastern Michigan,
191.850-191.025, in the MidAmerican Conference.
"We've been building
this for a while now and
it's all starting to come
together now," said senior
Jessica Bradley.
It has been a long season for
the team. Friday night would
seem to make all the hard
work pay off as the Falcons
won their final meet of the
season on their home floor,
BG accumulated its high
est score of the season. With
everyone contributing something to the win, (he team
helped its seniors leave on a
good note.
"I'm so thankful for this
Neal Cropper FIG Hews
team, that we've done a 180
Heir regular season with'a 191.850-191.025 win over EMU.
and been able to pull it togeth- FANTASTIC FINISH: Jillian Stranges and the Fdlc
er," said senior lessica Guyer.
'I've competed ban from the Bradley and Jholeen Ponce tied
The uneven bars were next
"My teammates are the best Although it is usually the best
in the world and they've made event for the team, it would be an area where the I alcons beginning and that's only the for third with 9.625. It was a
things so easy for me this year, the only event in which F.MU have had problems, ["here second time I've done it like breath of fresh air for a team
and I'm just glad we could all would amass a higher total, would none this time, though. dial so ii feels great to win the who has searched for an identity in the event since losing half
lessica Guyer led the way for BG was led by sophomore event," del eeuw.
do it together."
i he I alcons (4-11,2-4) scored its lineup earlier this season.
The night would begin the Falcons with a 9.7 and fin- transfer Ashlee de I eeuw's
on the vault for the Falcons. ished fourth. Allison Swafford career-high first place finish, their highest score of the year,
as she scored
tied for fifth with a 9.65.
47.725, on the bars, lessica
FINALE, PAGE 9

Cavs 'flip' deficit on Los Angeles, win 96-95
ByJoeMta
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — Forget the
Kobe vs. LeBron hype. This one
belonged to Flip.
In a match-up of two of the
league's top three scorers, Flip
Murray took over. The way
LeBron lames sees it, Murray set
the tone for Cleveland's playoff
run as well.
Murray hit a free throw with
3.4 seconds left and scored 14
of his 21 points in the fourth
quarter yesterday, leading the
Cavaliers to a 96-95 victory over
the Ixis Angeles lakers.
The Lakers had one last chance
to win, but Kobe Bryant s3-pointcr clanked off the back of the rim
as time expired. Bryant, under
double coverage and struggling
to gel off the shot, complained to
officials that he was fouled.

With streamers falling from
the rafters and the arena erupting, lames gathered his teammates in a huddle on the court.
"It was a big win for us," lames
said. "Mentally, I wanted to gel
the guys focused and let them
know that this was a big win for
us getting ready for the playoffs."
Murray's free throw marked
his second game-winner for the
Cavaliers since he was acquired
from Seattle at the trade deadline for seldom-used Mike Wilks
and cash. Murray hit a 3-pointer
with seconds remaining to win
at Chicago on March 2.
"Today, I had the chance to'
drive to the hoop and spark the
team," said Murray, who added
a career-high eight rebounds. "I
just tried to come out and l>c
aggressive in the second half."
Bryant, who shot 66 percent

in the first half, finished with I and led Nevi Orleans by one
38 points, si\ rebounds and Hve game fbi the eighth playon s|«n
assists, lames led (leveland with in the Western Conference
"I he gaiiie was in our hands."
29 points, elghl rebounds and
seven assists
Lakers coach Phil lackson said.
We led for 46
"This game had playoff Intensity and il was
minutes, ii was a
"We
led
basic collapse In
good to see us respond."
inn leant in the
lames said.
for 46
fourth quarter."
Zydrunas Ugauakas
minutes.
It
\l u r r a y
scored 25points and had
was a basic sparked the
seven rebounds for the
15-0
Cavaliers (38-29), who
collapse by Cavaliers'
run in the final
have won two straight
our team in period, iiis stepafterathree-garneskid
back 3-pointer
Lamar Odom also
the fourth... started
scored 2"> points and
the burst
and lie repeatadded eight rebounds
PHIL JACKSON,
and nine assists for
LAKERS
edly drove to the
Los Angeles, which lias
basket, scoring
10 fourth-quartet
lost four of Hve, Nimisli
Parkerscored 14.
points on lay-ups.
The Lakers (34-34) fell to KM
i here was so much attention
for the lirsl time since March on,LeBron as they tried to deny

him and to deny'/.' down low."
Murray said. "It opened up some
lanes for me."
The Cavaliers took their first
lead. 92-91. on Ugauskas' tip-in
with 3:19 left, lames hit a 3-pointer on the next possession to cap
the 15-0 ntn and put Cleveland
up 95-91.
The lakers weren't finished,
though. (Mom hit two free throws
and Bryant sank a 15-footer to tie
It with 1:33 left
The teams missed on their next
two possessions each, then Bryant
fouled Murray with 3.4 seconds
left. Murray missed the first free
throw and hit the second.
Bryant, who beat the Cavaliers
in lanuary with a go-ahead jumper with 8.6 seconds remaining,
couldn't do it again.
"1 had a look." Bryant said. "It
was a tough shot."
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TUESDAY, MARCH 21,2006
Time: 7:00 pm
Multipurpose Room,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
www.bgsu.edu/offices/uao

119-392*206 for more info

OSU falls
victim to
Georgetown
in tourney
By Rusty Mier
IH[ ASSOCIATED PRESS

DAYTON — John Thompson
took over a losing Georgetown
program and needed four
years to win two games in an
NCAA tournament.
11 is son is way ahead of him.
Seven-foot-2 Roy Hibbert
scored 20 points, Jeff Green 19,
Ashanti Cook 17 and Darrel
Owens 14 — accounting for all
the Mayas' points — to beat second-seeded Ohio State 70-52 yesterday in the second round of the
Minneapolis Regional.
Hibbert also had 14 rebounds
and three blocked shots.
The seventh-seeded Hoyas
(23-9) did it with a patient and
disciplined offense and a dose
of that tenacious defense that
Thompson made famous.
After the final seconds ticked
away, the happy I loyas pointed
to the eldest Thompson at court
side, who stood and raised a fist
and flashed a smile as wide as any
he wore during Georgetown's run
to the NCAA title in 1984.
The trip to the regional semifinals camein lohnT hompson Ill's
second season after taking over a
team that was down and almost
forgotten. His father, who built
the feared and ferocious teams
of the 1980s, went four seasons
before winning twice in the 1976
NCAA tournament.
Georgetown (23-91 advances
to meet Florida (29-6) on Friday.
This marks the first time since
1996 that a Big Ten team hasn't
made it through thetournament's
first weekend.
It was a bitter loss for Ohio
State (26-6), making its first
tournament appearance since
an NCAA investigation into the
program while lim O'Brien was
the head coach led to four trips
from 1999-2002 being erased
from the books.
While the Hoyas were putting it away with a late 9-0 run,
"Pops" Thompson clapped his
hands while working as a radio
analyst. By that time, many
Ohio State fans were flooding
the exits with the Buckeyes
trailing by double digits.
The Hoyas wasted no time
in getting the attention of the
Big Ten's regular-season champions. Cook drilled a 3-pointer
their first time down the floor.
On the second trip, Ohio State's
Terence Dials — the Big Ten's
player of the year — was called
for a touch foul before the ball
was over midcourt.
Hibbert hit four of his first
five shots from the field and
had nine points as the Hoyas
streaked to a 20-10 lead in the
opening 10 1/2 minutes.
Georgetown shot 57 percent
from the field in the first half
while grabbing a 38-25 lead.
Perhaps the only good sign
for the Buckeyes was that their
top outside shooter. le'Kel Foster,
came out of a lengthy shooting
funk to hit three consecutive long
3-pointers that cut the Hoyas'
lead to 22-19.
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UCLA dominates on glass to advance
LOSS, FROM PAGE 7

with limiting the Bruins' fastbreak points.
"1 felt I made our team tentative because we talked so much
about their transition game and
how we had to get back," Miller
said. "And in hindsight I wish we
would have thrown a little caution to the wind and tried to get
to the boards better."
Honegger was the secondleading scorer for the Falcons
with 15 and Achter added 11

had only 10 offensive boards.
"Against an athletic team
like that if we didn't make our
first shot, they obviously outrebounded us. and we didn't
get many second chances." said
Mann, who led her team with
16 points.
But Miller took partial credit for the lack of rebounding
due to being overlv concerned

points and six assists. Senior
Casey McDowell added eight
points, going 3-for-5 from the
field in her final game. BG's
other senior, (ill lause. also got
in the scorebook with a field
goal late in the second half.
"We're definitely going to miss
Casey and Jill, not only on the
floor but off the floor as well,"
Achter said.
BG will return all five starters to a team that finished

28-3. went undefeated in the
Mid-American Conference and
steam-rolled through the league
tournament. But for righi now.
the sting of Ix'ing eliminated in
the first round of the tournament for the second straight
year remains
"Certainly nothing can lake
away from the 28 .! season that
we had," Miller said "But the
I lollywood ending was certainly
with die home team."

Several bench players will be back for BG
McCall brought an aggressive
defensive approach off the bench
when filling in for Achter. I lerhusde and aggressive attitude were a
key role in the falcons bench play.
She amassed 31 steals on the year
which led all bench players.
Guard Whitney Taylor and for-

FUTURE, FROM PAGE 7

opposing teams under the basket. Flynn played many roles,
defending, rebounding and scoring off the bench and filling in for
Honegger and Mann.
Back-up point guard famine

ward Jessica McKenzie were also
solid contributors off the bench
and will likely play similar roles
next season.
Next year is only a lew months
away. The team hopes to continue the climb it's made since
Miller took over the program Ore

years ago. ITiey own a 25-game
win streak in die Mid-American

Conference and accumulated die
schixil'ssecond longest win streak
this season, winning 19.
"We'll have an even bigger bull's
eye on our back I next year] than
we did this year," Miller said.

Meal Cropper BGNem

FLYING: Jessica Bradley competes in the vault Friday night evening.

Kenel comes up big
FINALE, FROM PAGE 8

"Ash lee has really grown, she's
done a great job and we're glad
to have her this year." Bradley
said. "The bars group in general, we had a lot of people drop
and it was sad but we've had a
lot of good people step up."
In the third rotation, the
Falcons would step over to the
balance beam. Ponce scored
a 9.6 to start the event, good
enough for fourth. Bradley
picked up a 9.5 to follow her,
taking fifth. The Falcons then
slipped up a bit with three
straight falls. Then it was
Bethany Kenel'sturn.Shescored
a 9.725 and took first place. The
performance came right before
the floor routine and may have
swung the momentum toward
the Falcons.
"After we missed those three
routines on beam and Bethany
came back and hit |her routinel, we really needed to pull
together and they did and that
was the difference," said BG
coach Dan Connelly.
The floor routine was the best
of the year for BG. The Falcons
didn't score lower than a 9.7
on the event. In her last home
event, Guyer would not be outdone. She tumbled her way to

a 9.85 first place finish. It was
a season-high for Guyer and a
great conclusion tothe Falcons
best meet of the year.
"I was happy to go out with a
floor routine, floor's my favorite so I wanted to go out there
and hit it," she said.
On the event being her last
at home: "I'm excited, it's kind
of bittersweet, my body needs
rest but I don't want to be done
with it."
Erin Coudriet had her best
floor routine of the year as
well, scoring a 9.775 and taking second. Swafford's 9.725
earned her a tie for fourth
place. Also, lillian Stranges
and lacque Bernhardt had
great performances, both
scoring 9.7 which was good
enough for seventh place.
Bradley and Guyer would be
honored at the conclusion of
the meet, as well as Marie-Eve
Boisvert and Melissa Bruch.
Boisvert'syearwascut short by
a knee injury suffered against
Northern Illinois on Feb. 4.
Bruch was sidelined by a back
injury earlier in her careerand
stayed with the team as an
assistant coach.
BG will now compete in
the MAC Championships next
weekend in Kalamazoo, Mich.
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POLITICAL PROTESTS RAMPAGE PARIS

WORLD

PARIS (AP) — Police released tear gas on rioting students
and activists attacked store fronts in the capital Saturday
as demonstrations against a plan to relax job protections
spread across Prance. The protests were the biggest show
yet of escalating anger that is testing the strength of the
conservative government before next year's elections.

Milosevic buried, mourned
Admirers, nationalists
crowd memorial held
for late Serbian leader
By Dusan Stojanovic
'it ASSOC'AUD PRI SS

lOZAHIYAC. Serbia-Montenegro
— Slobodan Milosevic was laid lo
rest Saturday beneath a tree at the
family estate in his hometown, a
quiet end for a man blamed for
ethnic wars that killed 250,000
people in one of the lurbulent
Balkans' bloodiest chapters.

Management inc.
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Coll 353 5800
Visit Online
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I helaieSerliian leader sburial.
a week after bis death while on
UN. trial charged with genocide
and crimes against humanity,
followed an emotional farewell
in Belgrade that drew at leasi
80.0(H) Serb nationalists and
another in his birthplace attended by up to 20.000 admirers.
As a cold drizzle fell, his flagdraped coffin was lowered into a
double grave with a place for his
widow. Mirjana Markovic, who
reportedly wants to join him
when she dies.
The grave, marked with a simple marble slab inscribed with
both of their names in Cyrillic
letters and the dates 1941-2006,
wasdugbeneathafavoritc linden
tree where the couple first kissed
as high school sweethearts.
No immediate members of
Milosevic's family attended.
But in a letter read al the
grave sile, Markovic. who lives
in self-imposed exile in Moscow
because she foces Serbian charges of abuse of power during her
husband's 13-year reign, said:

"You lost your life while fighting
for noble causes. You were killed
by villains. But I know you will
live forever for all who wish to
live like human beings."
A letter from Ihe couple's son,
MarkoMilosevic, expressed hope
that the late president's death
would "sober up the humiliated
Serb people."
"To die for one's country
means to live forever." his
letter said.
No priest officiated al the interment because Milosevic was an
avowed atheist.
Among the supporters in
Pozarevac were several indicted
war crimes suspects on temporary leave from the UN. tribunal
in The I laguc, Netherlands. One,
retired Gen. Dragoljub Ojdanic,
wore his military uniform.
After the burial, residents of
the gritty industrial town 30
miles south of the capital waited
in a long line lo view the grave,
which was framed by a crimson
carpel and brass stands holding
red velvet ropes.

PttarPetrn AP Photo
SAYING GOODBYE: A woman
holds a badge with the portrait
of the former Serbian leader
during a farewell ceremony.
People had lined the town's
main street to welcome the
arrival of Milosevic's remains,
cheering and waving as a brass
band played a funeral march.
Many threw red roses, the symbol of the Socialist Party.
Harlier in Belgrade, Milosevic
supporters packed a square in

Daiko Vojlnovlc AP Photo
PACKED CROWD: Thousands of supporters of Slobodan Milosevic arrive
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at a final farewell at the parliament building in Belgrade Saturday.
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Initial tests attribute Cairo
woman's death to bird flu
Health organization
to confirm U.S. Navy
virus tests in Egypt
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ByWillaThayer
IHE ASSOCiHUD PRESS

CAIRO, I-gypt — Initial tests at
a U.S. Navy lab show that a 35year-old woman who died this
week in Egypt had bird flu, officials said Saturday. If the results
are confirmed, she would be the
country's firs' known human
death from the disease.
The lab in Cairo found that the
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woman, who died Friday, had
the deadly I15N1 strain of the
virus, lab spokesman Andrew
Stegall said.
The
World
Health
Organization will conduct further tests in an effort to confirm the findings, said Hassan
cl-Bushra, the WHO's regional
adviser for emerging diseases.
A number of people who
came in Contact with the
woman also are being tested,
el-Bushra told Ihe Associated
Press. He would not say how
many people were being tested

or whether they showed any
symptoms of bird flu.
El-Bushra said the additional testing would be done by a
lab in London or Atlanta, but
he could not say when results
would be available.
Egypt'shealthminister.Hatem
El-Cabali, said eariicr that the
woman — from Qalyoubiya
governorate, an area north of
Cairo — was raising poultry at
her home and some of her birds
also died, according to the offiBIRDFLU. PAGE 11
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B MECHANICAL |

Management Inc.

OFF

Trey Aubrey
X42/X46/XS.tl Seventh St.
1\W0 MOT) duplexes
1 hdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Aireomhlinn/
I .mmlr\ on stle
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CHANGE
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ANY Mechanical Repaln "
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Starting at
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445 EastWooster St. • 352-0717
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www.greenbriarrentals.com
f complete listing

Find More Coupons @ thetireman.com

No Worries. No Hassle.
W'mthrop t Summit Terrace

Property A

Property 8

High Speed Internet

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Renl

Heat

Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Hot Water

Included in Renl

Not Included in Rent

Not Included in Rent

Private Shuttle

Yes

No

No

Pools

Yes

No

No

AppFee

No

Yes

Yes

Extra Storoge

Yes

No

No

Flexible Lease

Yes

No

No

$200 (min)

1 Month Rent

1 Month Rent

Security Deposit

Winthrop & Summit Terrace «&
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E Napoleon Rd
M F 9:00 5:00 & Sal 10:00 - 2:00
419352.9135

Free Movie:

Harry Potter
and the Goblet of Fit

TuesdayFriday- March 24th
Sunday- March 26th

206 Bowen - Thompson
Student Union Theatre
9:30PM
Presented by UAO
htip://www.bgsu.eduVoffices/uao or call (419) 372-2486
1
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Officials warn against raising birds
BIRD FLU. FROM PAGE 10

cial news agency MENA.
Police identified the woman
as Amal Mohammed Ismail and
said she was hospitalized in the
regional capital, Qalyoub, about
two weeks ago She subsequently was transferred to the Cairo
Fevers' Hospital, where she died.
Ismail's home since has been
sealed off. police said.
The H5N1 strain of bird flu has
killed or forced the slaughter of
tens of millions of chickens and
ducks across Asia since 2003, and
recently spread to Europe, Africa
and the Middle East. Health officials fear H5N1 could evolve into
a virus that can be transmitted
easily between people, potentially
triggering a global pandemic.
That has not happened
yet, but at least 98 people —
excluding the Egyptian woman
— have died from the disease
worldwide, two-thirds of them
in Indonesia and Vietnam,
according to WHO figures.
If this case is confirmed, Egypt
would join Turkey and Iraq as the
only countries in the Middle East
where humans have died of the
virus, although birds in several
countries have been afflicted. At
least four people in Turkey and
two in Iraq have died of the virus.

MILOSEVIC, FROM PAGE 10

NustrNouri APPtnlo
DESPERATE MEASURES: Egyptian health workers capture potentially-infected live ducks, confiscated from
farms, for culling at the town of Qalyoub in the Qalyoubiya governorate north ot Cairo, Egypt on Saturday.

Official confirmation of
Egypt's first cases of H5N1 in
poultry last month sparked
a slaughter at poultry farms
across the country. Prime
Minister Ahmed Nazif urged
Egyptians to halt the practice of
raising birds at their homes.
Raising pigeons and chickens

on residential rooftops, apartment
balconies or yards for household
consumption or for income is a
prevalent practice in Egyptian
urban areas.
Reports that people were throwing birds who had died of the disease into the Nile River caused
widespread panic, leading to a

rush on bottled water and official
pleas that people turn over dead
birds to authorities.
Public fears were further stoked
Feb. 19 when authorities shut the
Cairo Zoo, which is flanked by residential areas. It remains closed.
The vinis also has affected sellers of live fowl.

Troops in Iraq capture suspected insurgents
Gov't. negotiations
hastened as violence
erupts in Baghdad
By Charles I. Hanlcy
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — American
andlraqitroopspushingthrough
a desolate area of Iraq's Sunni
Arab heartland rounded up dozens more suspected insurgents,
including alleged killers of a television journalist. U.S. and Iraqi
officials said Saturday.
The three-day-old sweep
through villages 60 miles north
of Baghdad stirred growing
unease among leading Sunnis.
One called it a needless "escalation" at a time of difficult negotiations over forming a broadbased government representing
all of Iraq's communities.

Support of
Milosevic
not universal

Meanwhile in Baghdad, a
dozen more bodies were found
as a shadowy war of ShiiteSunni reprisals went on. And
Shiite Muslim pilgrims heading to the holy city of Karbala
again came under attack, with
a roadside bomb killing one and
wounding five.
Reports of violence came from
elsewhere as well: an oil tanker
driver shot dead 50 miles southeast of Baghdad, a tribal sheik
slain 30 miles west of the capital,
a car bombing near a U.S. base
in the northern city of Tal Afar in
which the suicide driver was the
only casualty.
Visiting Baghdad, British
Defense Secretary lohn Reid
expressed concern about "a
greater degree of sectarian violence," but said he did not believe
civil war was imminent.
"The most urgent need at the

moment is the speedy formation of a government of national
unity," he said.
In a U.S. radio address the
day before the third anniversary of the U.S.-British invasion,
President Bush said the violence
in Iraq "has created a new sense
of urgency" among Iraqi leaders
to form such a government.
Those leaders — representatives of the squabbling Shiite,
Sunni and Kurdish blocs in
Iraq's new parliament — were
takinga break from negotiations
to observe today's major Shiite
holiday and tomorrow's Kurdish
new year.
They are deadlocked over
how to apportion the most
powerful jobs in the new government, as minority factions
seek to limit domination by
Iraq's Shiite majority.
In the counterinsurgency

Apartments for
You Can Afford!
EFFICIENCIES

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

451THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer.
Furn. w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate- S395
One Year - One Person Rate - S365

402 High Street
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET At Thurstin.
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm. One bath
w/ Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

707-727 THIRD STREET- One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $580
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480

825 THIRD STREET- Pefs Allowed
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn, One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350
839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

sweep through a 100-squaremile area of semi desert northeast of the Tigris River town of
Samarra, Iraqi soldiersandunits
of the 101st Airborne Division
had detained about 80 suspected insurgents as of Saturday,
said I.t. Col Edward S. Loomis,
a U.S. spokesman. Seventeen
were released after questioning,
he said.
Among those detained were
six people, not further identified, allegedly responsible for
the March 11 killing of Amjad
I lameed, a journalist for the Iraqi
television network al-lraqiya,
and his driver, the interim Iraqi
government said.
The U.S. military reported
that two 101st Airborne soldiers were killed Thursday by
indirect fire — usually meaning mortars — at the Speicher
operating base farther north up
the Tigris. The deaths, which
l.oomis said were not directly related to the sweep, were
the second and third involving division soldiers on the day
Operation Swarmer began.
At least 2,314 American military personnel have died since
the Iraq war began in the early
hours of March 20,2003.
The security net thrown
down by Swarmer, described
as the largest Iraq operation
by helicopter-borne troops in
three years, has angered residents of the area, which was
a political stronghold of the
Sunni-dominated government
of Saddam Hussein ousted by
the 2003 invasion.

front of the federal parliament
to pay their respects. Many
were bused in by his Socialist
Party from Serb areas in
Bosnia, Croatia and Kosovo,
where Milosevic started wars
during the splintering of
Yugoslavia in the 1990s.
People wept and chanted
"Slobo! Slobo!" at the sight
of the flag-draped coffin on
a bier atop a red-carpeted
stage. Some clutched photographs of Milosevic or the
UN. court's two most-wanted
fugitives: Bosnian Serb leader
Radovan Karadzic and his
wartime military chief, Gen.
Ratko Mladic.
Serbian authorities refused
to approve an official ceremony, but Saturday's farewell
— organized by the Socialists
and technically private —
had some of the trappings of
a state funeral.
Still, though larger than
many had expected, the
crowd in Belgrade was far
smaller than the 500,000
who turned out for the
2003 funeral of assassinated Serbian premier Zoran
Djindjic, who had turned
Milosevic over to the U.N.
tribunal two years earlier.
Milosevic died March II
in his room at a U.N. detention center near the tribunal,
which was trying him on 66
counts of war crimes, including genocide. He was the first
head of state to be extradited
by his country for trial by a
U.N. court.
Ultranationalist
leaders and at least five retired
Yugoslav generals wearing
dress uniforms stood by the
stage in Belgrade.
"We arc bidding farewell to
the best one among us, fully
conscious of his greatness,"
said Milorad Vucelic, Socialist
Party deputy president.
Bosko Nikolic, 42, holding a
huge poster of Milosevic, said:
"I came to say goodbye to the
greatest son of Serbia."
Ramsey Clark, a former U.S.
attorney general and longlime Milosevic supporter who
is now on Saddam Hussein's
defense team, drew cheers
by telling the crowd: "History
will prove that Slobodan
Milosevic was right."
But some drivers passing by
the square honked car horns
and made obscene gestures
at the Milosevic supporters,
underscoring the disgust
many Serbs feel toward the
late autocratic leader.
"All of Belgrade's squares
would be too small for all the
victims of Milosevic and his
rule," said Foreign Minister
Vuk Draskovic, who was
twice targeted for assassination by the Milosevic regime.
"A murderer and his crimes
were glorified today."

Services Offered
Pagliais Pizza The Bullet
945 S Main
352-7571.
Campus Pollyeyes
Chicken & Cheese slutted breadsticks. 352-9638. 440 E Court
Have you Iried us yet?

Personals
ALL-YOU CAN EAT soup, salad
and breadsticks M • F 11 -2
S5 25 al CAMPUS POLLYEYES
HALO 2 Tournament - 1st Place
$500. 2 Man Teams$20 per person.
BG Quality Inn 4/9/06 I pm For into
shonutlournaments@yahoo.cofn
or call 419-352 8772

Wanted
I -4 summer sublsrs needed. 4 bdrm
house, corner ol 4th St Avail May
Aug. turn, or unfurn Big porch
W/DCHEAP RENT Call 937-3711257 or mdichir@bgnel bgsu.edu.
Organist wanted to play lor
May wedding Will be paid
Please call 419-352 1980
Summer sublsr wanted. Copper
Beech Townhomes 1-4 bdrm unit
Personal bdrm & bath Furnished.
Internet & cable included Deposit &
rent negotiable 419-203 0580

Help Wanted
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs tun
loving counselors to leach all activities. Great summer! Call 888-8448080. apply: campcflaar.com
INTERPRETER WANTED
We are in need of an interpreter thatspeaks MANDARIN and or CANTONESSE tor a Kndg S 1st grader
Please contact" Fremont City
Schools. 1220 Cedar St Fremonl
OH
43420.Attn: Greg
Clark
(419)334-5433
Need money alter Spring Break?
Outside Sales
"• $10 HR & COMM •"
Only 15 Mm. Away in Perrysburg
Part Time - M-F. 4-9pm & Sat. Morn
FullTime M-F12.00-9PM S Sat Morn
Sales Positions - No Exp. Needed
Call Kris TODAY (419) 261-6034.
TruGreen ChemLawnEOE M F D V
AWESOME SUMMER JOB! CAMP
WAYNE FOR GIRLS
Childrens
sleep away camp. Northeast Penn
sylvania (6 17- 8'13 06) It you love
children and want a caring, fun envi
ronmenl we need Counselors and
Program Directors for: Tennis.
Swimming (WS.I preferred). Golf.
Gymnastics. Cheerleading. Drama.
High & Low Ropes. Team Sports.
Waterskiing. Sailing. Painting Drawing. Ceramics. Silkscreen. Pnntmaking. Batik. Jewelry. Calligraphy.
Photography. Sculpture. Guitar.
Aerobics. Self-Defence. Video. Pia
no. Oher staff: Administrative. COL
Driver (21+), Nurses (RN's and
Nursing Sudents). Bookkeeper.
Mothers' Helper. On campus Interviews March 22nd. Select The
Camp That Selects The Best Staff!
Call 1-800-279-3019 or apply online
at www.camowavnegirls com

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $640
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530
BIOFIFTH 649 8,707 SOfTTHa.818S.wnth
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470
831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $555
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

Unfurnished, 1 '/2 baths. Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

615 SECOND STREET - Two Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

PETS ALLOWED with $250 Nonrefund ■
able pet deposit at these locations:
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777, 733,755
Manville, 825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
I

Bring in this coupon and SAVE!

$35 OFF!
Your Rent par unit on any

|

2 Bedroom Apartment

,

GREENBRIAR, INC.

listed below at Campbell Hill Apts

445 E Wooster

#92,94,98,109.113,122

Bowling Green, OH
1419)352-0717
vvww.greenbriarrentals.com

■

■
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

ENGLISH MAJOR TUTOR WRITER
to help with composition ol formal
essay. Cal419-4090313

Be a Dell campus rep. Earn $12 per
hour. Make your own hours & gam
amazing experience for your resume.
Go to repnation.com/delltoapply.

Consullanls needed No experience
necessary. High income potential
More into call Kyle 419-619-9064
Job Coach - provide |ob coaching
tor persons with MR'DD. Full-Time
temporary position. Salary $9.00 $14 84 per hour based upon experience. Application packet may be obtained from Wood County Board of
MR/DD. 11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd
Bowling Green, Ent. B. Monday- Friday. 8:00am-4:30pm. Application
deadline 3/23/06® 12:00 p.m.EOE.
Summer Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday, March 22. noon-4:00
Student Union Ballroom
Over 50 companies recruiting!
'BARTENDING' up lo $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.

Call S0O-965-6520 art. 174.
Summer 2006 income opportunity.
Aqua Pro student franchises. A residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per wk. Be your own boss &
profit 866-275-2782.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $475!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Spacious kitchen

3 bdrm. 1 bath, close to campus.
pets ok. $900'mo utilities
419-352-6948.
12 mo. avail.in May W7D, C/A. 1 1/2
baths, 4 bdrm.. 2 car garage.$1350
mo. plus dep. 419-836-7674 or
419-360-6060
2 bdrm. apt. avail, now. Free cable,
low util.. refurbished, $500/month.

419-494-4066.
2 bedroom house. 131 Crim.
W/D, Non-smoking, quiet area.
S70f>mo . utilities. 419-353-3855.
"HQUSfis Avail.06-07 Next to BGSU
5-6 bdrm 321 E Merry #C
3 bdrm 315 8 309 1'2 E. Merry
2bdrm 304E.CourtUp.326 Leroy Dn
Afijs,1 S 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E. Merry
» More see Cartyrentals.com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. Also
Apis & rms. avail now, low as $199
Close to campus. $490 mo. plus all
util. Small pets OK w/dep. Available
immed., May or Aug. 419-409-1110.

3 bdrm house recently renovated.
New D* and W/D, avail. May,
12 mo. lease. No pets. $675/mo
plus util 419-354-8146 after 3 p.m.

• Pets welcome!

-FREE HEA1
AMRTMtNTS

N

t

1—1

For Rent

VARSITY SQUARE

apartments

419-353-7715 X=J

Call now and ask about our specials
1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heal, water and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.
Close to campus. 3 bdrm home A/C,
basement, newly decorated. Avail,
in May $875'mo. 419-878-5626.
3 Leasers needed Aug 06-Aug 07
at brand new Enclave Encore. Hot
tub. pool, big screen. Call Chesea at
(937)776-4648

I (if! CVnificati-s \..jiLKi' J: MWM .carmikc.cnm [

3 4 bedroom available May.
$800 mo. 640 S. Summit St.
419-308-9905.

TdarnU/tr S& 483*7414
906 INTT-.RST.vn-: DRIVE
Kvit i.yj COI-IIIT of I--5 and Rl 82.

ALL STADIUM SEATING

P.rty room .v.il.hlc fi>r blrlhd.y
parlle* or MIINII KroupK
(Mil ror M,I,,I n,.,(,..,1
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
VFORVENDETMiai

120415 71010:00

THE PINK PANTHER (Ml 1 45 4.30 7'00 9 30
CURIOUS GEORGE |GI 1:003 055:10 7:15
FlflEWAU{PC-13|
9:20
WHEN k STRANGER CALLS IK-13)
1 00
310 5:20 7.30940
SHE'S THE MAN(PG-13) 1 45 4:30 7:00930
FAILURE TO LAUNCHlPC-llll 304 15 710940
IHE SHAGGY OOGlrCi 1245 3005 15 7.30 9:45
THE HILLS HAVE EYESlRl 1 45 4 20 7:00 9:30
AQUAMARINE 1M1
1 454 IS 7:009:30
16 BLOCKS IM-111
1 304:30 7 159:45
EIGHTBELOWIMI
1304:157:00940
DA1EMOVIE|PO-13]1 15 3 20525 7 3C 9 35

UNDERWORLD EV0lUTI0Nmi400700930
THE RINGERIM-1JI
5.107109:20
FUN WITH 0ICK > JANE IM-1115 20 7 20 9 30
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA: THE LION. THE
WITCH AND THE WARDROBE irt|4 00 7 00 945
V0URS, MINE AND 0URS|PG)5 107 10910
CHICKEN LITTLE |C|
5 00 7 00 9 00

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 10 -2 M - F
www.bpaoarlments^piD

Marten Rentals - 352-3445.
2 bdrm fum. apts. - 704 5th
leases for summer only. 9 mo. & yr
2 bdrm. unfum. 710 7th Si.
601 Third. 1 bdrm. for grad studls

•
"
"
•

• Very nice large house avail. May

Great house.* location. 35 bdrm.
3 bath large yard., 2 car garage.
patio, AC, W/D. 353-7374.
Summer rmles. needed. Fully turn.
3 bdrms.. 2 balhs. Close to campus
$400 mo. ind. util. 419-262-1368.

fifcw
for Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
^
(419)352-1150
JJ

ACROSS
1 _-Saxon
6 Brewery supply
10 City near Phoenix
14 Matthau's love in "Grumpier Old
Men"
15 Eye part
16 Event for all comers
17 Pour it on

20 "_ Pinafore"
21
22
23
25
26
28
32
35
37
38
42
43

Bird crop
All-seeing one
Headache remedy
Persian word?
Annoy
Cut corners
James of "Boston Legal"
Musician's asset
Olds creation
Pour it on
Brynner of "Westwotld"
In addition

55 Sidled
56 Becomes mellower

Eyelid woe
The Beatles bassist
Rod in a rod
Invigorate

44
45
48
50
52
56
59

Full of spirit
Sad piece
Overthrows
Chimed
Now hold on!
Esoteric
Shuttle grp.

61
64
65
66
67

Pour it on
School on the Thames
Eat fancily
Irregularly worn
Studio structures

57 Mechanical learning
56 Coagulate
59 1492 caravel

62 Fabrication
63 FDR's Blue Eagle
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3 CONVENIINT BG LOCATIONS

Available August 15. 2006.
The following 3 bedroom houses
are in excellent condition
and all close to BGSU.

220 Dill St.
218 Dill St.
202 E. Merry
227 E. Reed
606 Fifth St
Call 686-4651 or 419 308-2458

1 bdrm 8 studio starling at $355.
419-352-0590.

lor information.

317 Manville Ave. 1 bdrm. apt.
Quietsurroundings. $335 per mo.
plus gasS elec. Need sublsr for smr.
May-Aug. Contact Lindsay
937-307-0905

Suited for Grad.'Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
419-354-6036
Ouiet Tenants Desired

Just 30 <
a gallon

989 S. Main St. (Ncxr lo Po;idni *)
1058 N. Main St. (In From of Goodwill)

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Suited for Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E. Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www.hiohlandmgmt com
Quiet Tenants Desired

Apartments & Houses
May & August
www.fiterentals.com
419-353-8206 for appointment

Brand new apt in walking distance
from campus. 1 bdrm, Ig living room,
no pets, off street parking. $450/mo.
Available now. 419-654-5716

Sublsrs. needed May-Aug. 2 bdrm..
1.5 bath, close to campus. W/D,
D/W. huge bdrms. $277 ea. room
419-310-0005 or dgottfr@bgsu.edu

Three Bedroom Houses for Rent
12 mo. lease - starling May 06
453 S. Prospect A - $690 ♦ util.
605 5th St. A - $699 ♦ util.
609 5th St. - $900 . util
419-352-8917

Large 3 bedroom. C/A 125 Crim.
12 mo. lease, available in August
$1000/mo. t util. (734)-789-8477.
Subleaser Needed
Big. Spacious House.
$275 mo. . utilities. 330-701-8575

Buckeye Studios
Student housing available for 2006
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
825" TV. Call 419-352-1520.

Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 8 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

NOW LEASING 2006-2007
Georgetown Manor 800 3' St.
I S 2 Bedroom Aportmenh
Gas, Water, & Sewer paid

Vie "Blue House" 616 F St.
1 & 3 Bedroom Apartments

133 <AH. Church St.
7 8«droom Upper Duplex
Downtown. Newly Remodeled
EAMILY OWNED 4 OPERATED

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available
S7.00 $12.00+ Per Hour

Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer
www.homecityice.com
Lock in your summer job now!

f

1-800-899-8070

2 FREE VISITS

THE
TANNING
CENTER

exp.3/31/06

Am
agement

Houses for Rent:
122 '/S Frazec Ave.
247 S. Summit
702 6th St.
702 1/2 6th St.
704 6th St.
704 1/2 6th St.

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management

4rwj fW, <i«t I960

1 MONTH

32 Rooms Auailable!!

THE HEAT
904 E Wooster
419-352-3588

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
7(12 Third St.
S39 Fourth St.

with any 10 visit
package purchase

In the standard
beds only t2jiSilisUi

No Hdden Fees No Cr«*t Cxrl ftequinxt

2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$500/month Full Year Lease

ACROSS

BGApts-8ia'822 2ndSt.
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August
$490 * gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

CONTACT lUCIF. 419-354-9740

709 5th Street =\
APARTMENTS

30 Hook up
32
33
34
36

V

127 Georgia Ave.
718 Third St.

Habitual criminal
Dorothy or Lillian
Cereals
Sudden pull
Applications
Impoverished
"The Naming of Cats
poet
54 Shampooing step

31 Floral arrangement

Ridge St. 686 4651, 419-308-2458

SIGN LEASE BY APRIL 1.2006

40
41
46
47
49
51
53

25 Small-minded
27 West Yorkshire city
29 Spring bloom

Avail. Aug. 15. 2006. 1 bdrm apt.443 N Enterprise 2 bdrm. apt - 112

Seeking 1 additional female roommate 3 bdrm. 1.5 bath, house on S
Summit, from 8/15/06-8/15/07 Rent
is $350 month . utilities Call Kristi
for details at 419-494-6911

39 Comfy

24 Of India: pref.

One 3 bdrm.8 one 4 bdrm. houses.
1 bdrm apt. All avail May. 1 yr.lease
Close to campus. 419-787-7577.

Retired teacher and professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm, 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot.
$255/ mo. includes all utilities Call
after 7 and leave message.
(419)352-5523

BxpreSS

DOWN
1 Omega's opposite
2 Averages
3 Comprehend
4 Kauai souvenir
5 In camera range
6 "Teenage _. Nlnja
Turtles"
7 Declare openly
8 Consent to
9 Western resort lake
10 Schenectady's river
11 Larger-than-life
12 Move merchandise
13 Pony up
18 Neighbor of Djibouti
19 Aphrodite's child

4 bdrm house, limit 3 unrelated, In
quiet area. 2 story, finished basement Hi bar. Avail. June 15. $1400
mo. 419-308-3525.

30 day satisfaction guaranteed.

Parking and Laundry Facilities
MONDAY THUsruV MI SEATS, UJ SIKmSH.to
HIDUMMm UJ .Ml-. Ml SIIIIWSI2.50

WjUn-.milI

226 E. Merry
HOUSE: 4 bedrm.. $900 . utilities
Available 6/1/06. 802 Napoleon Rd
419-352-5026.

{f a t m/X'e {f riTtf«TiTl1

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

Full and Part-Time positions
available lor lawn maintenance.
(419)-354-1923

3 bdrm.. 2 bath, AC 219 E. Merry.
Available May 15. $1000 month.
Call 419-351 3639

• Patio

For Rent

;exp_._3/31/06_
r 5 »•!•«, 1 booth
L
tloseit fo campus

_

641 Third #4 BG
352-4380

lotions always

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT

fl\.V!T
419-353-8826

rSbads. 2boolhs
L ,ppt. ,„|lab|,

THE WASH HOUSE
248 U Main
419-354-1559

p 17 beds, 2 booths
L no appl. needed

Place Your
Classified Ad Online!
find a job
sell your stuff
apartment search
city events
senior farewells

campus events
spring break travel
services offered
lost & found
wanted
personals

www.bgnews.com

:§^-&fSfOM

Management Inc.
www.meccqbfl.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
— Stop by office for listing! —

1045 N Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419 353 5800
mfo@meccabg com

